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Thanks to online tools like Pinterest, Houzz and 
Instagram, designing a home has never been easier.  

See how one Toronto couple built their dream house  
by collaborating with an architect — and the web

by eden boileau and katie underwood 
photography by sian richards

These days, you can pretty much outsource everything to the web. grocery delivery? 
check. pet adoption? absolutely. designing your dream home? that too. so when 
partners kavita Joshi and nikki gershbain set out to turn a rundown toronto 

duplex into a warm, modern landing pad for their newly blended two-child household, 
they looked to the internet for inspiration. “building our house became a metaphor for 
creating our family,” says nikki, a lawyer and the more design-savvy half of the duo. 

 to start, the couple enlisted kavita’s brother-in-law (and design builder) dean ruffolo 
to help design a layout for the space. then, armed with a modest wish list, nikki began 
browsing houzz, an online aggregator of interior design ideas. houzz allows diyers to 
create ideabooks — similar to boards on pinterest — for both design minutiae and broader 
decor schemes. users can also connect with designers, which is how nikki initially spot-
ted the work of toronto architect wanda ely.

sTairs 
are The 

ideal place 
To make a  
big design 
sTaTemenT

 TreaT your
sTaircase like
a work of arT
Nikki felt overwhelmed by the 
idea of designing a staircase 
on her own. So she searched 
for ideas on Houzz and created 
ideabooks before turning to 
architect Wanda Ely for 
advice. “Even though she took 
inspiration from the images, 
it was totally her own design, 
and it was perfect. We didn’t 
need her to change a thing,” 
Nikki says. “It saved us a lot 
of time and money to find the 
inspiration online, in one place.”

simply
modern

wallpaper, etrowallcoverings.com. 
art, Jurek Denisiuk.
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after seeing photos of one of wanda’s proj-
ects, nikki emailed her to ask if she’d consult 
on a few aspects of the space. “i could see they 
had great taste and were very organized,” 
wanda says. “i felt comfortable that the foun-
dation was there to create something fantastic.” 

nikki set to work creating individual idea-
books for many elements of the overhaul —  
lighting, flooring, even the baseboards — and 
kavita gave the picks a final pass. wanda’s job 
was to integrate the features into a warm, mod-
ern and, most importantly, coherent scheme. 
in the end, the scope of wanda's involvement 
expanded from consulting on the staircase 
and main-floor finishes to encompass the 
kitchen and two bathrooms as well. 

For kavita and nikki, using houzz was a 
cost-effective way of finding inspiration in one 
place, but the interplay between online wiz-
ardry and an architect’s skilful eye resulted in 
their home’s contemporary feel. “these [sites] 
function as forums that allow people to 
explore and validate their design choices,” 
says kavita, who is a social media expert by 
trade. whether eating breakfast at their kitch-
en island or enjoying movie nights in their den, 
kavita and nikki are revelling in the fruits of 
their “webspiration.” “we feel like we accom-
plished what we set out to do and more,” says 
nikki. “we built a home for our family.”

hiTs of 
yellow pull 

The space 
TogeTher

 creaTe a focal poinT 
wiTh a salon wall of arT
Nikki and Kavita maximized the seating area in the cozy living room at 
the front of the house by adding a wall-to-wall sectional and two lounge chairs. 
A blue-black wall allows their eclectic collection of art to take centre stage, 
creating a focal point. The repetition of black from the window frames to the 
accessories throughout the house grounds the space and ties it together. 

Sofa, Side tableS, westelm.com. ChairS, thebay.com. Coffee table, 
shelterfurniture.ca. floor lamp, stuDiopazo.com. 

 cusTomize off-The- 
shelf sTorage uniTs
A jigsaw puzzle of big-box-store cabinets was customized to  
create this bespoke entryway, complete with a comfortable spot  
to put onshoes. Teak panelling stretches over the ceiling to  
create an intimate  atmosphere.

tile, stone-tile.com. hardware, richelieu.com. 
light, unionlightinganDfurnishings.com.

Homeowners Nikki Gershbain 
(far left) and Kavita Joshi with 
architect Wanda Ely (right).

search 
for design 
inspiraTion 

for your sTyle 
of home

“Houzz was key in 
helping us identify and 
refine our style,” says 
Nikki. “I had a file of 

clippings I had saved over 
the years from magazines, 
but most of those images 

were of Victorian or 
century homes. In the 
end, very few of those 
clippings were helpful 

because we didn’t have 
a house that looked 

anything like that.” Kavita 
adds, “Wanda was 

instrumental in pointing 
out that there was a 

disconnect between the 
images we were showing 

her and the house we 
had actually purchased.” 
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 mix differenT 
woods buT maTch 
The underTones
Wood-panelled walls were central to the 
design of Nikki and Kavita’s house. “We needed 
a big-picture design anchor and I felt this was it,” 
says Wanda. “I saw how the nostalgia of wood- 
panelled walls really resonated with Nikki and 
Kavita.” Their collection of mid-century furniture 
and the white oak floors have similar warm 
undertones, and that’s the key to working with  
different wood types in an open concept space.

light, morba.myshopify.com. ChairS, 
myDesignrepublic.com. art, partsgallery.ca. 

 pay 
aTTenTion
To The 
deTails
Wanda points to this 
bathroom as the perfect 
example of how working 
with a professional can 
elevate a space. Careful 
consideration was put into 
the mixing of different but 
complementary tiles, the 
choice of light fixture and 
the custom-designed 
shelving. Even the simple 
decision of a sink with 
a built-in towel bar makes 
sense in this small space.

light, onefortythree.com. 
wall tileS, stone-tile.com. play up a cozy bedroom 

wiTh dark walls
Matte charcoal-grey paint emphasizes the dramatic 
rooflines of the third-floor master bedroom. In a mix with 
woods, the paint’s overall effect is warm and intimate.

bed, wall lightS, ikea.ca.

 sofTen a modern kiTchen 
wiTh TexTural accessories
Kavita describes Nikki’s style as “an eclectic mash-up of contemporary and 
mid-century modern, but with a lot of warmth and personality.” High-gloss white 
kitchen cabinets paired with Hans Wegner–inspired stools and a colourful Persian 
runner perfectly illustrate her esthetic. The floor-to-ceiling windows at the back of 
the house let in oodles of light and were an instrumental part of the initial design.

CabinetS, ikea.ca. CounterS, caesarstoneus.com. baCkSplaSh, ciot.com.  
windowS, bigfootDoor.com. lightS, barStoolS, morba.myshopify.com. 

See more photos 
of this house. 

TableT
exTra

pinTeresT
we love this site for its limitless 

inspiration. use it at the 
beginning of a project to get 
your creative juices flowing: 

pin everything that makes your 
heart race, then narrow down 

your absolute favourites and put 
them all into one board. refer 

back often, especially when you 
find yourself going astray. 

houzz
part online store, part 

inspiration bank, part resource 
for finding designers, houzz is 

perfect for saving the nitty-gritty 
details about your project. 

create ideabooks for everything 


